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Abstract
Over the past several years, there has been increasing interest in injecting a layer of compute resources
between a high-performance computing application and the end storage devices. For some projects, the
objective is to present the parallel le system with a reduced set of clients, making it easier for le-system
vendors to support extreme-scale systems. In other cases, the objective is to use these resources as staging
areas to aggregate data or cache bursts of I/O operations. Still others use these staging areas for in-situ
analysis on data in-transit between the application and the storage system.

To simplify our discussion,

we adopt the general term Integrated Data Services to represent these use-cases. This paper describes
how we provide user-level, integrated data services for Cray systems that use the Gemini Interconnect. In
particular, we describe our implementation and performance results on the Cray XE6, Cielo, at Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
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Introduction

den on the le system and potentially improve overall ecency of the application workow.

In our quest toward exascale systems and applica-

ios are focused on the data issues to resolve resolu-

tions, one topic that is frequently discussed is the
need for more exible execution models.

Current

work to enable these coupling and workow scenartion and mesh mismatches, time scale mismatches,

Current

and make data available through data staging tech-

models for capability class high-performance comput-

niques [20, 34, 21, 11, 2, 40, 10].

ing (HPC) systems are essentially static, requiring
applications and analysis to execute independently
storing intermediate results on a persistent, globally
accessible parallel le system.

For example, in fu-

sion science, simulation of the edge of the plasma [17]
and the interior of the plasma [39] are currently separate simulations. To have a more complete, accurate
model for a fusion reactor, these components need to

In this paper, we describe R&D eorts and chal-

be tightly coupled to share the eects between the

lenges of coupling simulation codes and analysis on

two models.

Cray systems with Gemini Networks. In particular,

The CESM climate model [24] is sim-

Integrated Data
Services on the Cray XE6 platform using Sandia's
Network Scalable Service Interface (Nessie) [20]. An

ilar in that it incorporates atmosphere, ocean, land

we describe how to create and use

surface, sea ice, and land ice through a coupling engine to manage the interactions between each of these
dierent systems yielding a more accurate model of

integrated data service, illustrated in Figure 1, is a

global climate. In most cases, these and other scien-

separate (possibly parallel) application that performs

tic applications are part of larger oine workows

operations on behalf of an actively running scientic

that process the output written to storage in phases

application.

that ultimately yield insights into the phenomena be-

data services on HPC platforms. It provides portable

ing studied.

interfaces for inter-application communication across

Nessie is a framework for developing

For exascale systems, there is a general belief that

RDMA-based networks, an RPC-like abstraction for

systems will need more exible execution models

rapidly developing client and server stubs, and a

that allow the coupling of simulations and/or anal-

portable model for dening serializable data struc-

ysis. This coupling promises to reduce the I/O bur-

tures for data transfer.
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of these issues to be resolved as visualization experts
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become more accustomed to large-scale parallel programming. In some cases, however, the communication requirements of an analysis algorithm are not
appropriate for extreme-scale, and thus in-situ for
capability-class applications.

In transit analysis

(also known as

staged analysis )

is similar to in-situ analysis in that the analysis code

Visualization!
Cache/
aggregate/
process!

runs concurrently with the simulation code. The difference is that the analysis takes place on dierent
compute resources than the simulation. Figure 2 illustrates this by looking at in-situ and in-transit anal-

Database!

ysis for Sandia's CTH shock physics code. A physical partitioning of the simulation and analysis codes

Figure 1: Data services uses additional compute re-

allows the analysis to execute in a pipeline-parallel

sources to perform operations on behalf of an HPC

fashion with minimal interference on the parallel sim-

application.

ulation. In some cases, the staging nodes simply provide data caching in the network to provide a buer
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Background

and

Related

for bursty I/O operations [29, 34, 2, 25]. In this case,
the staaging area captures data from the application,

Work

then writes it to storage while the application continues to compute, eectively trading the cost of writing

There are a number of ongoing eorts to integrate or

to a storage system with the cost of writing memory-

couple simulation, analysis, and visualization.

The

to-memory through the high-speed interconnect [29].

approaches are generally categorized into two areas:

There are also a number of examples of using staging

in-situ and in-transit [23].

areas for statistical analysis, indexing, feature extrac-

The term

in-situ

ap-

plies to codes that perform the analysis or visualiza-

tion [23], FFTs [32], and data permutations [26].

tion of data with the simulation that generates the

Some operations can be performed either in-situ

data. In-situ libraries link to the main code and ex-

or in-transit based on both the resource availability

ecute through library calls.

This concept was rst

(memory and computation) and communication re-

mentioned in the 1987 National Science Foundation

quirements. ADIOS [19] introduced the idea of Data

Visualization in Scientic Computing workshop re-

Characteristics [21] as a way to represent a local por-

port [22]; however, interest in in-situ has grown sig-

tion of statistics intended to either be used to gain

nicantly in recent years and is rapidly becoming one

knowledge about that portion of the data or to used

of the most important topics in large-scale visualiza-

in aggregate to learn about the data set as a whole.

tion [15, 4].

The placement of these operators was examined in

One reason in-situ analysis is attractive for petas-

PreDatA [40]. Other eorts to accelerate the use of

cale systems is that the cost of dedicated interactive

data include FastBit [14] to generate a bitmap-based

visualization computers for petascale computing is

index for data values.

prohibitive [9]. Developing algorithms and techniqes

atively compact index with fast access to elements.

that work directly with the simulation code reduces,

The ADIOS data characteristics have also been ex-

but does not eliminate, the need for specialized visu-

tended from just the minimum and maximum value

alization hardware. Other studies show that the I/O

to include count, sum, sum of squares, histogram, and

cost of writing and reading data from parallel le sys-

is it an innity or not [12]. Another use of in-transit

tems is beginning to dominate the time spent in both

processing is for data compression, such as is done in

the simulation and visualization [36, 33]. In-situ visu-

ISABELA [18].

alization eliminates this I/O cost by performing the

This approach yielded a rel-

Another primary dierence between in-situ and in-

visualization in the memory of the scientic code.

transit analysis is that in-transit analysis requires the

One downside of in-situ analysis is that the algo-

ability to transfer data from the scientic code to the

rithms to perform analysis may not scale as well as

staging area for analysis. In techniques such as I/O

the scientic code, creating a signicant bottleneck

Delegation[25] the applications uses MPI to commu-

for the overall runtime.

nicate this data.

This is partly because the

For I/O Delegation, the user al-

algorithms and codes for visualization were not de-

locates an additional set of staging processors when

signed for large-scale HPC systems we expect some

it launches the application.
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A separate MPI com-
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Figure 2: Comparison of in-situ (a) and in-transit (b) fragment detection for the CTH shock physics code.

municator allows the staging processors to perform

XE6.

analysis without interfering with the primary application. This approach was rst demonstrated for highData services, as dened in this paper, are a general

performance computing in a seismic imaging application called Salvo[32]. In Salvo, the user allocated an

form of in-transit computing.

I/O Partition for staging outgoing data and also

tional resources for analysis, management, and stag-

They leverage addi-

performing proprocessing (i.e., FFTs) on incoming

ing of data.

data.

For example, the Nessie service devel-

I/O delegation is perhaps the most portable

oped for the Lightweight le system (LWFS) provided

approach for in transit computation, but it requires

authentication, authorization, and storage [30]. The

a tight coupling of analysis with application and it

Dataspaces work is also more than just in-transit

is dicult to share the service with multiple applica-

analysis [10]. They leverage memory in unused com-

tions.

pute nodes to manage a distributed shared cache for
coupled applications.

A second approach for in transit analysis is to create the staging area as a separate application that
communicates with the client application This ap-

The

proach is extremely exible because it allows for the
potential chaining of application services, coupling

most

similar

to

Nessie

are

All provide a

all have been demonstrated to enable data staging

approach we take with Nessie. One problem with this

and analysis capabilities.

approach is that it requires the transport mechanism

Nessie, however, is the

only one with support for all the major HPC plat-

to use the low-level network transport of the host ma-

forms.

chine for performance and eciency. For example, on

GLEAN is exclusively used on BG/P sys-

tems, and DataStager has ports for SeaStar (Por-

Cray XT systems, the transport uses Portals; on Cray

tals3) and InniBand, but they are planning to use

XE systems, the transport uses uGNI; on IBM Blue-

ing Message Facility

projects

mechanism for data transport and serialization, and

of applications, and application sharing. This is the

Gene systems, the transport uses the

two

DataStager [2] and GLEAN [38].

Nessie's RDMA abstraction library NNTI (see Sec-

Deep Comput-

tion 4.1) for access to Gemini networks.

(DCMF), and on generic HPC

clusters, the transport uses InniBand. As we discuss
in Section 4.1, Nessie provides a portable abstraction

Finally, there are some interesting approaches that

layer that supports all these low-level transports.

are eectively a hybrid of in-situ, in-transit.

These

Another challenge for in-transit approaches is man-

projects use logic and system characterizations to de-

aging allocation and placement of services with re-

cide where data-analysis code should execute. Some

spect to the application.

On InniBand systems,

early work, for example, represented data-ow com-

such as Sandia's RedSky cluster, the user-developed

putations for computational grid applications as a

launch script (i.e., batch script) must be explicit

series-parallel graph that could be optimized in two

about placement to avoid sharing nodes with the

phases: the rst to increase parallelism, the second to

application, thus losing the ability to manage large

decide placement based on data ow and locality [27].

buers for staging. In addition, placement matters,

More recent work is using a combination of schedul-

as shown by an earlier study of data staging for

ing, dynamic code generation, and fast serialization

checkpoints [28]. As we discuss in Section 4.2, inter-

technology to deploy just in time analysis capabil-

application communication is also restricted by the

ities that execute in-situ or in-transit, depending on

security model on some systems, such as the Cray

a number of dierent parameters [1]
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Nessie

Legend
client-initiated
server-initiated

The NEtwork Scalable Service Interface, or Nessie,
is a framework for developing parallel client-server
data services for large-scale HPC systems [20, 31].

request

Nessie was originally developed out of necessity for

(1) write()

the Lightweight File Systems (LWFS) project [30], a
joint eort between researchers at Sandia National

A

Laboratories and the University of New Mexico. The

B

request
queue

LWFS project followed the basic philosophy of simplicity enables scalability, the foundation of ear-

C

lier work on lightweight operating system kernels at

D

Sandia [35].

A
(2) get_data()

The LWFS approach was to provide

storage

data
buffers

data

a core set of fundamental capabilities for security,

B

data movement, and storage and aord extensibility

result
buffer

through the development of additional services. For
example, systems that require data consistency and

(3) send_result()

Client

persistence might create services for transactional se-

result

Server

mantics and naming to satisfy these requirements.
The Nessie framework was designed to be the vehicle

Figure 3: Conceptual network protocol for a Nessie

to enable the rapid development of such services.

storage server executing a write request. The initial

Because Nessie was originally designed for I/O sys-

request tells the server the operation and the loca-

tems, it includes a number of features that address

tion of the client buers. The server fetches the data

scalability, ecient data movement, and support for

through RDMA get commands until it has satised

heterogeneous architectures.

the request. After completing the data transfers, the

Features of particular

server sends a small result object back to the client

note include

indicating success or failure.
1. asynchronous methods for most of the interface
to prevent client blocking while the service processes a request;

its behalf. Nessie relies on client and server stub functions to encode/decode (i.e., marshal) procedure call

2. a server-directed approach to eciently man-

parameters to/from a machine-independent format.

age network bandwidth between the client and

This approach is portable because it allows access to

servers;

services on heterogeneous systems, but it is not ecient for I/O requests that contain raw buers that do

3. separate channels for control and data trac;

not need encoding. It also employs a `push' model for

and

data transport that puts tremendous stress on servers
when the requests are large and unexpected, as is the

4. XDR encoding for the control messages (i.e., re-

case for most I/O requests.

quests and results) to support heterogeneous sys-

To address the issue of ecient transport for bulk

tems of compute and service nodes.

data, Nessie provides separate communication channels for control and data messages.

A Nessie service consists of one or more processes

In this model,

that execute as a serial or parallel job on the compute

a control message, also known as a request, is typ-

nodes or service nodes of an HPC system. We have

ically small.

demonstrated Nessie services on the Cray XT3 at

where to get arguments, the structure of the argu-

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), the Cray XT4/5

ments, and perhaps the data itself (if the data is

systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and a

small enough to t in the xed-sized request).

large InniBand cluster at SNL. The Nessie RPC

contrast, a data message is typically large and con-

layer has direct support of Cray's SeaStar intercon-

sists of raw bytes that, in most cases, do not need to

nect [7], through the Portals API [8]; Cray's Gemini

be encoded/decoded by the server. For example, Fig-

interconnect [5]; and InniBand [6].

ure 3 shows the transport protocol for an I/O server

It identies the operation to perform,

In

executing a write request.

The Nessie API follows a remote procedure call
(RPC) model, where the client (i.e., the scientic ap-

The Nessie client uses the RPC-like interface to

plication) tells the server(s) to execute a function on

push control messages to the servers, but the Nessie

4

server uses a dierent, one-sided API to push or pull

4.1.1

data to/from the client. This protocol allows inter-

Initialize the interface

Every low-level interconnect has an interface for ini-

actions with heterogeneous servers and benets from

tializing and cleaning up the library that provides

allowing the server to control the transport of bulk

access to the transport methods. The

data [16, 37]. The server can thus manage large vol-

NNTI_fini

umes of requests with minimal resource requirements.

NNTI_init

and

functions provide wrappers for these func-

tions.

Furthermore, since servers are expected to be a critical bottleneck in the system, a server directed ap-

NNTI_result_t NNTI_init (
const NNTI_transport_id_t trans_id ,
const char
* my_url ,
NNTI_transport_t
* trans_hdl );

proach aords the server optimizing request processing for ecient use of underlying network and storage
devices  for example, re-ordering requests to a storage device [16].

NNTI_result_t NNTI_get_url (
const NNTI_transport_t * trans_hdl ,
char
* url ,
const uint64_t
maxlen );

While it is not strictly necessary on systems that
have homogenous clients and servers, we use XDR encoding to provide portable serialization of arguments
for the control messages and arguments. This was

NNTI_result_t NNTI_fini (
const NNTI_transport_t * trans_hdl );

a design decision made early in the project that allow
the client to send arbitrary C-like data structures to
the server with minimal development eort. At the
time, we were implementing le services for a sys-

On Gemini systems, the

tem where the service nodes were a dierent archi-

perform four steps to intialize.

tecture (and had dierent endienness) than the com-

First,

NNTI_init

NNTI_init

function must

must collect the parameters neces-

pute nodes. In this case, byte-swaps were necessary

sary to the initialize uGNI. The ALPS job launch sys-

for the control structures. Since

tem assigns Gemini network and security parameters

rpcgen, the function

that generates the serialization code is pervasive in

during launch.

Unix environments and has been in use for more than

library (libalpslli.a) provides a simple request/reply

a decade, it was the logical choice for argument mar-

API to retrieve these Gemini parameters.

shaling. In addition, as will be shown in the Section 6,

rameters include the network device ID, the local

the overhead of XDR is minimal for implementations

NIC address, the application's cookie and protection

that make extensive use of the data channel for bulk

tag (pTag).

data.

and pTag, each process requires a unique instance

The ALPS low-level interface client
The pa-

In addition to the application's cookie

ID to identify itself within a communication domain.

4

NNTI_init

Cray XE6 Implementation

GNI_CdmGetNicAddress

and the core assigned

by the scheduler.

The Nessie implementation uses remote direct mem-

The second step is to create a communication do-

ory access (RDMA) to transport data for all opera-

main (GNI_CdmCreate) and attach it to the network de-

tions. To portably support the RDMA methods used

vice (GNI_CdmAttach).

by Nessie, the implementation is built on an abstract
RDMA network interface called the

creates the instance ID using the NIC ad-

dress from

Nessie Network

The third step is to create a connection listener

Transport Interface (NNTI). Each supported network

thread.

NNTI uses TCP to bootstrap communica-

transport has a custom implementation of NNTI.

tions over the Gemini interconnect. Each NNTI pro-

We currently have implementations for the Seastar

cess creates a socket that is monitored for connection

(based on Portals3), InniBand, and Gemini inter-

requests by a background thread.
The fourth step is to create a peer identier that

connects. This section details the implementation of

uniquely identies this process to all other uGNI pro-

NNTI for the Gemini interconnect.

cesses.

4.1 Gemini implementation of NNTI

the string representation of a peer.

The NNTI interface has four primary roles: initialize

URL of the form

NNTI_get_url

is a convenience function that returns
The string is a

the interface, connect to a remote node, register/un-

gni://hostname:port/?ptag=<ALPSptag>&
cookie=<ALPScookie>. An NNTI process that wishes to

register memory, and transport data. The functions

be contacted by other NNTI processes should publish

that support these roles and the details of their im-

the URL in a globally accessible location (a le in a

plementation of the Gemini interconnect are shown

global lesystem, namespace service, etc).
On Gemini systems, the

below.
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NNTI_fini

function releases

resources that are allocated during

GNI_init.

NNTI_result_t NNTI_register_memory (
const NNTI_transport_t * trans_hdl ,
char
* buffer ,
const uint64_t
element_size ,
const uint64_t
num_elements ,
const NNTI_buf_ops_t
ops ,
const NNTI_peer_t
* peer ,
NNTI_buffer_t
* reg_buf );

All open

connections are closed, the listener thread is terminated and the communication domain is destroyed
(GNI_CdmDestroy).
4.1.2

Connect to a remote node

Each transport has methods used to verify that we

NNTI_result_t NNTI_unregister_memory (
NNTI_buffer_t
* reg_buf );

can transfer data to/from a remote node. Some, like
Portals3 [8], do not require persistent connections,
but instead ping the remote node to make sure it
can responde to

PUT

and

GET

requests.

wrappers for these functions are the

NNTI_disconnect

NNTI_connect

NNTI_register_memory

The

The NNTI

yond

and

simple

NNTI_register_memory

functions.

function

registration
uses the

ops

NNTI_result_t NNTI_connect (
const NNTI_transport_t * trans_hdl ,
const char
* url ,
const int
timeout ,
NNTI_peer_t
* peer_hdl );

be-

parameter to deter-

NNTI_buffer_t

mine the buer's purpose and builds an
around the memory region.

goes

GNI_MemRegister.

with

Each registered buer

has an associated work request queue that keeps
an ordered list of work requests.

Given the asyn-

chronous nature of Nessie and the adaptive routing
feature of Gemini, work requests may not comlpete
in the order they were issued.

NNTI_result_t NNTI_disconnect (
const NNTI_transport_t * trans_hdl ,
NNTI_peer_t
* peer_hdl );

NNTI_register_memory

separates memory regions into

3 categories - initiators, targets and receive queues.
Initiator buers are local to the initiator of the

The

NNTI_connect

RDMA operation. Initiator buers are

function bootstraps communica-

NNTI_PUT_SRC

tion between two NNTI processes. The URL is parsed

Target

change TCP and ALPS parameters. Both processes

NNTI_PUT_DST

have the same cookie and protection tag (pTag). If

to

the

target

NNTI_GET_SRC.

of

the

NNTI_RECV_DST,

At the time of regis-

an initiator.

Next the server

A receive queue (NNTI_RECV_QUEUE) is a specialization

sends it's request queue parameters to the client and

of a target buer. The memory region is divided into

the client responds with ow control parameters. Fi-

elements of equal size. Each send to the queue causes

nally, both sides close the TCP connection and tran-

the oset to be automatically incremented by the ele-

sition the NNTI connection to the ready state.

ment size. The oset wraps around to zero when the

function releases all resources

last element is written. At the time of registration, a

After

work request is added to the work request queue for

disconnecting, this process will be unable to commu-

each element of the queue.

nicate with the peer.

The

NNTI_unregister_memory

function

cancels

any

outstanding work requests and deregisters the mem-

Register memory

In general,

and

local

Target buers are

quest queue in anticipation of a future operation by

be in dierent communication domains and uGNI will

4.1.3

are

tration, a work request is pushed on to the work re-

the cookie and pTag do not match, the processes will

allocated while establishing the connection.

buers

RDMA operation.

inspect the ALPS parameters to ensure that they

NNTI_disconnect

NNTI_SEND_SRC,

When the operation is

work request queue.

TCP connection is established and the processes ex-

The

NNTI_GET_DST.

initiated, a work request will be pushed on to the

to determine the peer's location on the network, a

not allow them to communicate.

and

ory region (GNI_MemDeregister).

RDMA transports require that mem-

ory be registered before it can be operated on di-

4.1.4

Transport data

rectly by the NIC. When memory is registered, the
pages are pinned in RAM so that they do not

All RDMA transports support one-sided

get swapped out.

PUT/GET oper-

Registration also gives the pro-

ations and some mechanism for checking for comple-

cess the opportunity to place restrictions on the

tion of an operation. The NNTI API supports these

types of operations allowed.

operations with the

for these functions are the

NNTI_unregister_memory

The NNTI wrappers

NNTI_register_memory

NNTI_put, NNTI_get

functions.

and

functions.

NNTI_result_t NNTI_send (
6

and

NNTI_wait

const NNTI_peer_t
* peer_hdl ,
const NNTI_buffer_t * msg_hdl ,
const NNTI_buffer_t * dest_hdl );
NNTI_result_t
const
const
const
const
const
NNTI_result_t
const
const
const
const
const

the NNTI operation, the number of bytes transfered,
the source oset and the destination oset.
The

NNTI_put (
NNTI_buffer_t * src_buffer_hdl ,
uint64_t
src_offset ,
uint64_t
src_length ,
NNTI_buffer_t * dest_buffer_hdl ,
uint64_t
dest_offset );

NNTI_wait

function waits for the completion of

the oldest operation on

reg_buf

and returns the status

of the operation.

NNTI maintains a queue of work

requests for each

NNTI_buffer_t. NNTI_wait

processes

uGNI completion events as they occur regardless of
the associated buer.
oldest

NNTI_get (
NNTI_buffer_t * src_buffer_hdl ,
uint64_t
src_offset ,
uint64_t
src_length ,
NNTI_buffer_t * dest_buffer_hdl ,
uint64_t
dest_offset );

reg_buf

NNTI_wait only returns when the

work request completes or the time-

out expires. The status includes the result code, the
starting address of the memory region, the oset at
which the operation occurred and the number of bytes
aected by the operation.
There are also functions to wait for events on any

NNTI_result_t NNTI_wait (
const NNTI_buffer_t * reg_buf ,
const NNTI_buf_ops_t remote_op ,
const int
timeout ,
NNTI_status_t
* status );

(NNTI_waitany) and all (NNTI_waitall) buers. Details

NNTI_send function transfers the entire msg_hdl
dest_hdl. It is assumed that dest_hdl is at
least as large as msg_hdl. If dest_hdl is not specied,
the data is sent to the peer's receive queue. NNTI_send
is dierent from NNTI_put, because NNTI_send always

Cray uses a

the ALPS job launch system, and peers with dierent

generates events on both the initator buer and the

ptags are not allowed to communicate. On produc-

of these functions are not necessary for this paper.

4.2 Enabling Inter-Application Communication on Gemini Networks

The

buer to

target buer.

NNTI_send

applications [13].
agreed upon

Each process in a job shares an

protection tag

(ptag) that is assigned by

tion systems, the ptag assigned to each job is unique,

NNTI_send

preventing user-space applications from communicat-

operations.

NNTI_put

(CDM) con-

is intended for small buers,

so the FMA Put mechanism is used for all
The

Communication Domain

struct to prevent arbitrary RDMA access from other

ing with each other, even when the applications are
and

NNTI_get

functions operate in es-

owned by the same user.

This is a big problem for

sentially the same way with the only dierence being

deploying data services and coupling codes that are

the direction of the transfer.

instantiated as independent jobs. We overcame that

Each function trans-

Multiple Program,

src_buffer_hdl buer into the
dest_buffer_hdl buer. NNTI_put transfers data from a
local source into a remote destination. NNTI_get trans-

limitation by launching our jobs in

fers data from a remote source into a local destina-

sharing a single MPI Communicator.

tion.

The size of the transfer as well as the source

with this approach is that legacy applications were

and destination osets are specied by the caller.

not designed to share a communicator with other ap-

The Gemini transport uses the Fast Memory Access

plications.

(FMA) mechanism for small transfers and switches to

have exclusive use of the

Block Transfer Engine (BTE) mechanism for trans-

tor. When this is not the case, a global barrier, such

fers some portion of the

fers larger than 4096 bytes.

NNTI_put

and

Multiple Data

MPMD mode en-

ables a set of applications to execute concurrently,

NNTI_get

always generate events on the initiator buer.

(MPMD) mode.

as an

In

In fact, most HPC codes assume they

MPI_Barrier

MPI_COMM_WORLD

The

communica-

function will hang because the other

applications did not call the

NNTI's default conguration, events are also gener-

The problem

CommSplitter

MPI_Barrier

function.

library was designed to allow

ated on the target buer. For truely one-sided oper-

applications to run in MPMD mode while still main-

ation, NNTI can be congured to suppress events on

taining exclusive access to a virtual

the target buer.

global communicator.

MPI_COMM_WORLD

The CommSplitter library

identies the processes that belong to each applica-

The completion queue events that uGNI generates

MPI_COMM_WORLD into separate

for memory handles do not include sucient infor-

tion, then splits the real

mation for target processes to determine the exact

communicators. The library then uses the MPI prol-

operation that occured or the parameters of that op-

ing interface to intercept MPI operations, enforcing

eration. In those cases where the target needs this ad-

the appropriate use of communicators for collective

ditional information, NNTI sends a work completion

operations.

message that species the instance ID of the initiator,

No changes are required to the application source

7

code to enable this functionality.

The user simply

/ ∗ Data s t r u c t u r e t o t r a n s f e r ∗ /

struct data_t {
int i nt _ v al ;
float f l o a t _ v a l ;
double double_val ;

links the CommSplitter library to the executable before launching the job. The library has no eect on
applications that are not run in MPMD mode.

};

5

A Simple Data-Transfer Ser-

/∗ 4 b y t e s ∗/
/∗ 4 b y t e s ∗/
/∗ 8 b y t e s ∗/

/ ∗ Array o f da ta s t r u c t u r e s ∗ /

typedef data_t

vice

data_array_t <>;

/ ∗ Arguments f o r xfer_write_encode ∗ /

struct

This section demonstrates how to construct a simple
client and server that transfer an array of 16-byte

};

data structures from a parallel application to a set
of servers. The code serves three purposes: it is the

xfer_write_encode_args {
data_array_t a r r a y ;

/ ∗ Arguments f o r xfer_write_rdma ∗ /

struct
int

primary example for how to develop a data service, it
is used to test correctness of the Nessie APIs, and we

};

use it to evaluate network performance of the Nessie
protocols.

xfer_write_rdma_args {
len ;

...

Creating the transfer-service requires the following
three steps:
1. Dene the functions and their arguments.

Figure 4: Portion of the XDR le used for a datatransfer service.

2. Implement the client stubs.
3. Implement the server.

xfer_read_encode

Transfer an array of data struc-

tures to the client using the control channel.

5.1 Dening the Service API

This method tells the server to send the data
array to the client through the result data struc-

To properly evaluate the correctness of Nessie, we

ture, forcing the server to encode the array before

created procedures to transfer data to/from a remote

sending and the client to decode the array when

server using both the control channel (through the

receiving. This procedure evaluates the perfor-

function arguments or the result structure) and the

mance of the encoding/decoding the arguments.

data channel (using the RDMA put/get commands).

For large arrays, this method also tests our two-

We dened client and server stubs for the following

phase transfer protocol for the result structure in

procedures:

which the server pushes a small header of the re-

xfer_write_encode

sult and lets the client pull the remaining result

Transfer an array of data struc-

on demand (at the

tures to the server through the procedure arguments, forcing the client to encode the array be-

xfer_read_rdma

fore sending and the server to decode the array

Transfer an array of data struc-

procedure passes the length of the array in

the performance of the encoding/decoding the

the arguments.

For large arrays, this method also

The server then puts

the

unencoded data into the client memory using

tests our two-phase transfer protocol in which

the

the client pushes a small header of arguments

nssi_put_data

function.

This method eval-

uates the RDMA transfer performance for the

and lets the server pull the remaining arguments

nssi_put_data

on demand.

xfer_write_rdma

function).

tures to the client using the data channel. This

when receiving. We use this method to evaluate
arguments.

nssi_wait

function.

Since the service needs to encode and decode re-

Transfer an array of data strucchannel.

mote procedure arguments, the service-developer has

This procedure passes the length of the ar-

to dene these data structures in an XDR le. Fig-

ray in the arguments.

ure 4 shows a portion of the XDR le used for the

tures

to

the

server

using

the

data

The server then pulls

the unencoded data from the client using the

data-transfer example.

nssi_get_data

tions are very similar to C data structure denitions.

function.

This

method

evalu-

XDR data structure deni-

ates the RDMA transfer performance for the

During build time, a macro called  TriosProcessXDR

nssi_get_data

converts the XDR le into a header and source le

function.
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int xfer_write_rdma (
const n s s i _ s e r v i c e
const data_array_t
{

int

/ ∗ t h e o n l y arg i s s i z e o f a r r a y ∗ /
/ ∗ t h e RDMA b u f f e r ∗ /

data_t

n s s i _ r e q u e s t ∗ req )

xfer_write_rdma_args a r g s ;
nbytes ;

int

{

a r g s . l e n = arr −>data_array_t_len ;

const data_t

/∗ a l l o c a t e s p a c e f o r t h e b u f f e r ∗/

∗ buf=array −>data_array_t_val ;

nbytes = a r g s . l e n ∗

data_t

∗ ) malloc ( nbytes ) ;

nssi_get_data ( c a l l e r , buf , nbytes ,
data_addr ) ;

sizeof ( data_t ) ;

/ ∗ send t h e r e s u l t t o t h e c l i e n t ∗ /

/ ∗ c a l l t h e remote methods ∗ /

r c = n s s i _ s e n d _ r e s u l t ( c a l l e r , request_id ,
NSSI_OK, NULL, res_addr ) ;

n s s i _ c a l l _ r p c ( svc , XFER_WRITE_RDMA_OP,
&args , (
∗ ) buf , nbytes ,
NULL, req ) ;

char

/∗ f r e e b u f f e r ∗/

}
Figure 5: Client stub for the

∗ buf = (

/ ∗ f e t c h t h e d at a from t h e c l i e n t ∗ /

/ ∗ s i z e o f t h e RDMA b u f f e r ∗ /

}

xfer_write_rdma_srvr (

const unsigned long request_id ,
const NNTI_peer_t ∗ c a l l e r ,
const x f e r _ p u l l _ a r g s ∗ args ,
const NNTI_buffer_t ∗ data_addr ,
const NNTI_buffer_t ∗ res_addr )
const int l e n = args −>l e n ;
int nbytes = l e n ∗ sizeof ( data_t ) ;

∗ svc ,
∗ arr ,

xfer_write_rdma

f r e e ( buf ) ;

method

of the transfer service.

Figure 6: Server stub for the

xfer_write_rdma

method

of the transfer service.
that call the XDR library to encode the dened data

TriosProcessXDR

structures.

executes the UNIX tool

in Figure 6. The API includes a request identier, a

rpcgen the remote procedure call protocol compiler

peer identier for the caller, decoded arguments for

to generate the source and header les.

the method, and RDMA addresses for the data and
result.

5.2 Implementing the client stubs

In the case of the

The client stubs provide an interface between the
client application and the remote service.

xfer_write_rdma_srvr,

the stub has

to pull the data from the client using the

In most

data_addr

parameter and send a result (success or failure) back

cases, the client stubs do nothing more than initialize the RPC arguments, and call the

The RDMA addresses allow the server stub

to write to or read from the memory on the client.

to the client using the

nssi_call_rpc

res_addr

parameter.

For complete details on how to create the transfer

method. For RDMA operations, the client also has

service code, refer to the online documentation or the

to provide pointers to the appropriate data buers so

source code in the trios/examples directory.

the RDMA operations know where to put or get the
data for the transfer operation. The details of con-

6

verting the buer pointers to memory descriptors for
a specic data transport (e.g., InniBand, Portals,
Gemini) are hidden from the user.

Evaluation

As mentioned earlier in the text, we often use the
the

transfer service as a microbenchmark to evaluate the

nssi_call_rpc

correctness and performance of the Nessie network

method is asynchronous, the client has to check for

protocols. In this section, we specically focus on per-

nssi_wait
nssi_request as an

formance on Gemini-based sytems, particularly the

Figure

5

shows

xfer_write_rdma

the

method.

client
Since

stub
the

for

completion of the operation by calling the
or

nssi_test

method with the

Cray XE6 Cielo system shared by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and Sandia National Lab-

argument.

oratories (SNL).

5.3 Implementing the server

The rst result evaluates the overhead of the XDR
encoding scheme used by Nessie by comparing the

xfer_write_encode with xfer_write_rdma.

The server consists of some initialization code along

performance of

with the server-side API stubs for any expected re-

As we discuss, Nessie provides a data path for bulk

quests. Each server-side stub has the form described

transport of raw data, but it is possible to pass all

9
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xfer-write-encode

and

xfer-

Figure

8:

xfer_read_rdma

on the Cray XE6 platform using the Gem-

Comparison

of

xfer_write_rdma

and

on the Cray XE6 platform.

ini network transport.
comparison to MPI should give us an idea about
data through the request arguments, forcing the XDR

peak achievable performance. Figure 10 shows these

encoding of all transmitted data. As Figure 7 shows,

results.

As expected, the implementation that uses

the overhead of encoding is quite large, which is

MPI_Send

performs fairly well, but the one-sided func-

why we recommend passing as much data as possible

tions perform poorly.

through the data port. The

xfer_write_rdma

With all the synchronization

method,

mechanisms implicit in the use of MPI one-sided calls,

should have very little encoding overheadjust the

and the fact that they are not highly usedinferring

cost of encoding the request, so we were surprised

that tuning the one-sided functions may not be a high

that it did not achieve better performance.

prioritywe are not particularly surprised by these re-

To further evaluate issues with the

xfer_write_rdma

sults.

performance, Figure 8 shows the performance of the

xfer_read_rdma

compared with

xfer_write_rdma.

It is clear that we need to further evaluate the

This

reason

behind

the

poor

performance

in

our

use

experiment essentially evaluates the performance dif-

of the GET operation on Gemini systems.

ference between the uGNI implementation of the one-

xfer_write_rdma operation represents an important use

sided RDMA operations for PUT and GET. Since all

case for our applications, as writes are extremely im-

bulk data-transfer operations are server directed, a

portant in large-scale applications, particularly for re-

xfer_read_rdma

silience (e.g., checkpoints). If we cannot improve the

executes PUT rdma request from the

server to the client. Similarly, the

xfer_write_rdma

The

ex-

GET performance, we may have to resort to rewriting

ecutes an GET operation, pulling the data from the

the NTTI implementation to use two-pass protocol

client to the server.

where the rst operation tells the server to prepare

The results of Figure 8 show that while reads scale

the buers. In the second operation, the server would

fairly well, the writes only achieve about 1/3 of the

tell the client when to PUT the data to the server-side

peak performance of the network.

buers.

While the Gem-

ini port still requires some tuning, we did not expect
to see such a large dierence between reads (PUTS)
and writes (GETs). We did not see this same dier-

7

Future Work

ence in the InniBand and SeaStar ports for example,
While current systems are able to support data ser-

illustrated in Figures 9(a)-and-9(b).
As another point of reference, we also implemented

vices, there are a number of improvements to system

MPI_Send,

software, programming models, and resilience that

a pure MPI version of transfer tests that uses
and the one-sided

MPI_Put,

and

MPI_Get

could dramatically improve their utility.

functions.

Since we expect the MPI functions to be highly tuned

The largest system-software change that would

for the system (at least the two-sided functions), a

improve the use of data services is that processor

10
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xfer_write_rdma

on Seastar (Portals) and InniBand interconnects. In these exper-

iments, we evaluated performance as the number of clients-per-server ranges from 164.

scheduling mechanism. Large-scale HPC systems primarily use a static approach to resource scheduling.
Nodes are typically allocated using a batch scheduler and the algorithms for placement within those
nodes are often tuned for application communication
patterns.

A more exible, dynamic, scheduling ap-

proach that allows for dynamic allocation and reconguration would allow the application to deploy services on demand and tune the service size to balance

Gemini Interconnect
xfer−read (PUTs)
xfer−write (GETs)
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the resources.

100

6144

Xfer−uGNI Performance on Cielo
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In addition, placement of services is
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data service and the application [28, 3].
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Bytes/Transfer

a more standard approach could improve deployment
in production environments.

Figure

10:

xfer_read_rdma

Comparison

of

xfer_write_rdma

and
Finally, the use of data services creates a resilience

on the Cray XE6 platform.

issue that needs to be addressed. We are promoting
the change from appliation work ows that store intermediate results in storage to a data service model
where intermediate data is stored in memory of other
nodes. This creates consistency and resilience issues
when there is a failure in the data service. Sandia is
actively involved in addressing this issue.
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Summary

Corporation, the United States Government, or any
agency thereof.

The views and opinions expressed

The increasing interest in using data services, data

herein do not necessarily state or reect those of San-

staging, and in-situ analysis is clearly a sign that

dia Corporation, the United States Government or

these types of approaches are expected to be common

any agency thereof.

on next-generation, and even current-generation systems. This paper presents one approach, Nessie, and
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